Site Assessment Checklist
The East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a Sustainability Appraisal, which is a legal requirement to ensure that the social, environmental and
economic impacts of development are appropriately considered. It is important that a consistent approach is followed for all parts of the Plan,
therefore the objectives used in the Sustainability Appraisal are used as the basis of the criteria for assessing the sites in the villages. The strategic
nature of the objectives means that some are more applicable to large urban developments, however we have adapted them to apply to the smaller
scale of development in the villages as far as possible.
We would like you to use the criteria in the second column to assess the sites identified for your village, considering whether development of each
site is likely to result in a positive, neutral or negative impact. Please complete one form for each site under consideration and add comments in the
last column. Examples of completed forms are available. Some objectives are unlikely to be applicable at this scale of development, for instance
because they are dealt with at a later stage in the planning/building process, and so the criteria column states that this is not likely to be relevant at
this stage. An example of this would be crime reduction or greenhouse gas emissions which are dealt with when detailed designs are drawn up. You
can comment on these issues if you wish to but are not expected to.
Bold criteria (in column 2) should be adhered to unless there is a strong reason for not doing so, for instance if no site is available within 400m of
services then, by default, a site further away will need to be allocated. A series of questions are included to enable a more detailed assessment.
If you wish to include further information, eg photographs of sites to support your assessment please attach them to the form. We can accept forms
in hard copy sent to Planning Policy, EDDC, knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8HL
or electronically sent to crodway@eastdevon.gov.uk
Settlement Name

WOODBURY

Site W303 – Oakhayes Road (allotments field)

Please return these forms by 30th November 2012
Sustainability Appraisal Criteria to apply to all sites in the villages
Objectives used to
assess the East Devon
Local Plan Policies

Comments

1.To ensure everybody has
the opportunity to live in a
decent home
2.To ensure all residents
have access to community
services

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

New development should ideally be located within a
400m (or at most 600m) walk of most local facilities and
services eg shop, hall, bus stop.
• Is the route flat, if not is the gradient reasonable for
the less mobile?
• If steep, are resting places available?
• Are footpaths available to avoid traffic conflict?
• Are access routes lit?

500m to the Arch
The route is a steep in places and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Bonfire Lane and Greenway. There are no footpaths in
Bonfire Lane.
The route is partially lit.

3.To provide for education
and skills

In settlements with schools, new development should be
located within 400m (or at most 600m).

300m to school.
The route is a steep in places. There are no footpaths in Bonfire

•

The access criteria are as question 2

Lane.
The route is partially lit.

4.To improve the
population’s health

New development should ideally have access to
healthcare facilities. This is not possible in most villages
but sites should be located close to recreation space and
off-road paths
• Is the site within walking distance of healthcare
facilities, footpaths or cycle routes?
• Is the site adjacent to a recreation space?

5.To reduce crime and fear
of crime
6.To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people
to noise and other types of
pollution

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

7.To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage but it would be
helpful to note any particular needs that could be met/part
met by new development eg. green space, new village hall

8.To maintain and enhance
built and historic assets

New development should not be located where it will
harm the character or setting of an historic asset
• Will new development impact upon the setting or
character of a historic building or Conservation Area?
• Approximately how far away are they?

The site is not within the Conservation but is immediately adjacent
to it.

9.To promote the
conservation and wise use of
land and protect and
enhance the landscape
character of East Devon

Priority should be given to previously used land and new
development should be located adjacent to or within the
existing Built-up Area Boundary to minimise impact on
the countryside and prevent sprawl. Sites remote from
the existing settlement should not be considered
appropriate.
• Is this a greenfield site?
• Are there existing buildings/has the site been
previously developed?
• Is the site within a designated landscape, for

This site is a greenfield site with no buildings on it and it is
adjacent to the existing built up area boundary.
The site is on rising ground from the centre of the village and any
development on it would be visible when looking over the village
from the surrounding countryside.
Existing properties in Oakhayes Road overlook the site and new
development will interrupt their views across the village and of
open countryside.
The site is immediately adjacent to a public footpath and to the

New development should not be sited where adverse
noise levels will be caused by or to residents
• Is the site adjacent to a main vehicle route (eg. ‘A’
road or railway)?
• Is an adjacent use likely to have an adverse impact
on new residents (eg. factory, farm?)
• Is construction noise/ new residents noise likely to
impact on existing residents (eg. new family housing
or employment adjacent to sheltered
accommodation)?

650m to doctor’s surgery.
The site has access to the health centre but it is too far to walk.
The site is within 300m of the Village Green.

The site is in a quiet area and there are no adjacent uses likely to
affect new residents.
Existing properties to the north of Oakhayes Road overlook the
site and new development will interrupt their views across the
village and of open countryside.

•
•
•

instance an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a
Coastal Preservation Area?
Can the site be seen from public
footpaths/roads/other vantage points?
How prominent is the site when viewed from outside
it, and from approximately how far away?
How prominent is the site when viewed from
adjoining properties?

allotments.
Development of the site would be very prominent from many
locations within the village as well as from outside the village.

10.To maintain the local
amenity, quality and
character of the local
environment

New development should not be located where it will
have a significant impact on local amenity or character
• Will development have a significant adverse impact
on local amenity?
• Will it adversely affect the character of the local area
(for instance through removal of trees/development
of a greenfield site)?

11.To conserve and
enhance the biodiversityof
East Devon

Sites on or adjacent to County Wildlife Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest or Special Areas of
Conservation should be avoided.
•
These should have been picked up through the
SHLAA assessment and also appear on the maps
provided for the public consultation

12.To promote and
encourage non-car based
modes of transport and
reduce journey lengths

In settlements with public transport available, sites
should be within 400m of a bus stop (or at most 600m).
• The criteria are as per question 2

300m to bus stop at the Green Spot opposite the Church Rooms.
The route to the Green Spot is a steep and there is no footpath.
The route is not lit.

13.To maintain and enhance
the environment in terms of
air, soil and water quality

Areas of best quality agricultural land and areas where
pollution is a particular problem should be avoided
• Is the site in agricultural use?
• Is the site adjacent to a main road?
• Is there sewerage capacity?
• Is the site within or adjacent to an area prone to
flooding?

The site is in agricultural use.
It is adjacent to Oakhayes Road which is narrow in places and
has a poor junction onto the main road at the top of Globe Hill.
We do not know the capacity of the existing sewage works.

14.To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions
of greenhouse gases

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

15.To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of
flooding

Sites within areas known to flood should be avoided if
possible.
• Is the site in or adjacent to an area known to flood or
identified on the floodzone maps?

The site is an open area with no significant trees although there is
a hedge-bank along the side of Oakhayes Road and on the west
boundary.
The field is an important local amenity and development would
restrict public access.

The site is not in a designated floodzone.

16.To ensure that energy
consumption is as efficient
as possible
17.To promote wise use of
waste resources whilst
reducing waste production
and disposal
18.To maintain sustainable
growth of employment for
East Devon, to match levels
of jobs with the economically
active workforce

19.To maintain and enhance
the vitality and viabilty of the
Towns of East Devon
20.To encourage and
accommodate both
indigenous and inward
investment

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Ideally new development should be located within 400m
(or at most 600m) of employment sites
Note- employment opportunities are limited in many villages,
with most workers commuting out. You may consider that
employment land should be identified in your settlement.
• Is there a need for additional employment eg small
business units/storage/office space?
• Are there local employment opportunities (within
walking distance) or is a regular bus service available
to larger settlements?
This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Woodbury is not a high employment area, the majority of the
working population commuting to Exeter and other employment
areas.
It is understood that working from home is a significant feature
and this could increase with the improvement of the
communication infrastructure.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Any other observations
This site has been assessed by EDDC as suitable to accommodate 50 houses which is in excess of the required provision of 35 units. In assessing
the site the PC has only considered a part of the site sufficient to provide up to the 35 required units at a density of 40 units/hectare. This area is
indicated in green on the map and is located at the south of the site, adjacent to Oakhayes Road.
In the public consultation this site received very little support for development.
The PC would not support extending the BUAB to include any part of this site because it is so far removed from the centre of the village and this
assessment supports that view. The site is well removed from the centre of the village and other facilities, access to it is poor and additional traffic in
Oakhayes Road would be unacceptable.
Have you attached additional information?

Site Assessment Checklist
The East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a Sustainability Appraisal, which is a legal requirement to ensure that the social, environmental and
economic impacts of development are appropriately considered. It is important that a consistent approach is followed for all parts of the Plan,
therefore the objectives used in the Sustainability Appraisal are used as the basis of the criteria for assessing the sites in the villages. The strategic
nature of the objectives means that some are more applicable to large urban developments, however we have adapted them to apply to the smaller
scale of development in the villages as far as possible.
We would like you to use the criteria in the second column to assess the sites identified for your village, considering whether development of each
site is likely to result in a positive, neutral or negative impact. Please complete one form for each site under consideration and add comments in the
last column. Examples of completed forms are available. Some objectives are unlikely to be applicable at this scale of development, for instance
because they are dealt with at a later stage in the planning/building process, and so the criteria column states that this is not likely to be relevant at
this stage. An example of this would be crime reduction or greenhouse gas emissions which are dealt with when detailed designs are drawn up. You
can comment on these issues if you wish to but are not expected to.
Bold criteria (in column 2) should be adhered to unless there is a strong reason for not doing so, for instance if no site is available within 400m of
services then, by default, a site further away will need to be allocated. A series of questions are included to enable a more detailed assessment.
If you wish to include further information, eg photographs of sites to support your assessment please attach them to the form. We can accept forms
in hard copy sent to Planning Policy, EDDC, knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8HL
or electronically sent to crodway@eastdevon.gov.uk
Settlement Name

WOODBURY

Site W304 – Oakhayes Road.

Please return these forms by 30th November 2012
Sustainability Appraisal Criteria to apply to all sites in the villages
Objectives used to
assess the East Devon
Local Plan Policies
1.To ensure everybody has
the opportunity to live in a
decent home
2.To ensure all residents
have access to community
services

Comments

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

New development should ideally be located within a
400m (or at most 600m) walk of most local facilities and
services eg shop, hall, bus stop.
• Is the route flat, if not is the gradient reasonable for
the less mobile?
• If steep, are resting places available?
• Are footpaths available to avoid traffic conflict?
• Are access routes lit?

450m to the Arch
The route is a steep in places and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Church Stile Lane. There are no footpaths.
The route is partially lit.

3.To provide for education
and skills

In settlements with schools, new development should be
located within 400m (or at most 600m).
• The access criteria are as question 2

450m to school.
The route is a steep in places and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Oakhayes Road and Bonfire Lane. There are no footpaths
and the route is partially lit.

4.To improve the
population’s health

New development should ideally have access to
healthcare facilities. This is not possible in most villages
but sites should be located close to recreation space and
off-road paths
• Is the site within walking distance of healthcare
facilities, footpaths or cycle routes?
• Is the site adjacent to a recreation space?

800m to doctor’s surgery.
The site has access to the health centre but it is too far to walk.
The site is within 300m of the Village Green.

5.To reduce crime and fear
of crime
6.To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people
to noise and other types of
pollution

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage
New development should not be sited where adverse
noise levels will be caused by or to residents
• Is the site adjacent to a main vehicle route (eg. ‘A’
road or railway)?
• Is an adjacent use likely to have an adverse impact
on new residents (eg. factory, farm?)
• Is construction noise/ new residents noise likely to
impact on existing residents (eg. new family housing
or employment adjacent to sheltered
accommodation)?

The site is in a quiet area and there are no adjacent uses likely to
affect new residents.
Existing properties to the north of Oakhayes Road overlook the
site and new development will interrupt their views across the
village and of open countryside.

7.To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage but it would be
helpful to note any particular needs that could be met/part
met by new development eg. green space, new village hall

8.To maintain and enhance
built and historic assets

New development should not be located where it will
harm the character or setting of an historic asset
• Will new development impact upon the setting or
character of a historic building or Conservation Area?
• Approximately how far away are they?

The site is not within the Conservation but is immediately adjacent
to it.

9.To promote the
conservation and wise use of
land and protect and
enhance the landscape
character of East Devon

Priority should be given to previously used land and new
development should be located adjacent to or within the
existing Built-up Area Boundary to minimise impact on
the countryside and prevent sprawl. Sites remote from
the existing settlement should not be considered
appropriate.
• Is this a greenfield site?
• Are there existing buildings/has the site been

This site is a greenfield site with no buildings on it and it is
adjacent to the existing built up area boundary.
The site is on rising ground from the centre of the village and any
development on it would be visible when looking over the village
from the surrounding countryside.
Existing properties in Oakhayes Road overlook the site and new
development will interrupt their views across the village and of

•
•
•
•

previously developed?
Is the site within a designated landscape, for
instance an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a
Coastal Preservation Area?
Can the site be seen from public
footpaths/roads/other vantage points?
How prominent is the site when viewed from outside
it, and from approximately how far away?
How prominent is the site when viewed from
adjoining properties?

open countryside.
Development of the site would be very prominent from many
locations within the village as well as from outside the village.

10.To maintain the local
amenity, quality and
character of the local
environment

New development should not be located where it will
have a significant impact on local amenity or character
• Will development have a significant adverse impact
on local amenity?
• Will it adversely affect the character of the local area
(for instance through removal of trees/development
of a greenfield site)?

11.To conserve and
enhance the biodiversityof
East Devon

Sites on or adjacent to County Wildlife Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest or Special Areas of
Conservation should be avoided.
•
These should have been picked up through the
SHLAA assessment and also appear on the maps
provided for the public consultation

12.To promote and
encourage non-car based
modes of transport and
reduce journey lengths

In settlements with public transport available, sites
should be within 400m of a bus stop (or at most 600m).
• The criteria are as per question 2

450m to bus stop at the Arch.
The route is a steep in places and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Church Stile Lane. There are no footpaths.
The route is partially lit.

13.To maintain and enhance
the environment in terms of
air, soil and water quality

Areas of best quality agricultural land and areas where
pollution is a particular problem should be avoided
• Is the site in agricultural use?
• Is the site adjacent to a main road?
• Is there sewerage capacity?
• Is the site within or adjacent to an area prone to
flooding?

The site is in agricultural use.
It is adjacent to Oakhayes Road which is narrow in places and
has a poor junction onto the main road at the top of Globe Hill.
We do not know the capacity of the existing sewage works.

14.To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions
of greenhouse gases

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

15.To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of
flooding

Sites within areas known to flood should be avoided if
possible.
• Is the site in or adjacent to an area known to flood or

The site is an open area with no significant trees although there is
a hedge-bank along the side of Oakhayes Road and on the east
boundary.

The site is not in a designated floodzone.

identified on the floodzone maps?

16.To ensure that energy
consumption is as efficient
as possible
17.To promote wise use of
waste resources whilst
reducing waste production
and disposal
18.To maintain sustainable
growth of employment for
East Devon, to match levels
of jobs with the economically
active workforce

19.To maintain and enhance
the vitality and viabilty of the
Towns of East Devon
20.To encourage and
accommodate both
indigenous and inward
investment

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Ideally new development should be located within 400m
(or at most 600m) of employment sites
Note- employment opportunities are limited in many villages,
with most workers commuting out. You may consider that
employment land should be identified in your settlement.
• Is there a need for additional employment eg small
business units/storage/office space?
• Are there local employment opportunities (within
walking distance) or is a regular bus service available
to larger settlements?
This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Woodbury is not a high employment area, the majority of the
working population commuting to Exeter and other employment
areas.
It is understood that working from home is a significant feature
and this could increase with the improvement of the
communication infrastructure.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Any other observations
This site has been assessed by EDDC as suitable to accommodate 29 houses which is below the required provision of 35 units. In assessing the
site the PC has considered the whole of the site.
In the public consultation this site received very little support for development.
The PC would not support extending the BUAB to include any part of this site because it is so far removed from the centre of the village and this
assessment supports that view. The site is well removed from the centre of the village and other facilities, access to it is poor and additional traffic in
Oakhayes Road would be unacceptable.

Have you attached additional information?

Site Assessment Checklist
The East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a Sustainability Appraisal, which is a legal requirement to ensure that the social, environmental and
economic impacts of development are appropriately considered. It is important that a consistent approach is followed for all parts of the Plan,
therefore the objectives used in the Sustainability Appraisal are used as the basis of the criteria for assessing the sites in the villages. The strategic
nature of the objectives means that some are more applicable to large urban developments, however we have adapted them to apply to the smaller
scale of development in the villages as far as possible.
We would like you to use the criteria in the second column to assess the sites identified for your village, considering whether development of each
site is likely to result in a positive, neutral or negative impact. Please complete one form for each site under consideration and add comments in the
last column. Examples of completed forms are available. Some objectives are unlikely to be applicable at this scale of development, for instance
because they are dealt with at a later stage in the planning/building process, and so the criteria column states that this is not likely to be relevant at
this stage. An example of this would be crime reduction or greenhouse gas emissions which are dealt with when detailed designs are drawn up. You
can comment on these issues if you wish to but are not expected to.
Bold criteria (in column 2) should be adhered to unless there is a strong reason for not doing so, for instance if no site is available within 400m of
services then, by default, a site further away will need to be allocated. A series of questions are included to enable a more detailed assessment.
If you wish to include further information, eg photographs of sites to support your assessment please attach them to the form. We can accept forms
in hard copy sent to Planning Policy, EDDC, knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8HL
or electronically sent to crodway@eastdevon.gov.uk
Settlement Name

WOODBURY

Site W326 – Back of Gillbrook.

Please return these forms by 30th November 2012
Sustainability Appraisal Criteria to apply to all sites in the villages
Objectives used to
assess the East Devon
Local Plan Policies
1.To ensure everybody has
the opportunity to live in a
decent home
2.To ensure all residents
have access to community
services

Comments

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

New development should ideally be located within a
400m (or at most 600m) walk of most local facilities and
services eg shop, hall, bus stop.
• Is the route flat, if not is the gradient reasonable for
the less mobile?
• If steep, are resting places available?
• Are footpaths available to avoid traffic conflict?
• Are access routes lit?

200m to the Arch
The route is level and the route is along Globe Hill. There are
footpaths.
The route is lit.

3.To provide for education
and skills

In settlements with schools, new development should be
located within 400m (or at most 600m).
• The access criteria are as question 2

500m to school.
The route is level and the shortest pedestrian route is along Globe
Hill, The Arch and Greenway. There are footpaths for most of the
route although they cross from one side of the road to the other in
places. The route is lit.

4.To improve the
population’s health

New development should ideally have access to
healthcare facilities. This is not possible in most villages
but sites should be located close to recreation space and
off-road paths
• Is the site within walking distance of healthcare
facilities, footpaths or cycle routes?
• Is the site adjacent to a recreation space?

700m to doctor’s surgery.
The site has access to the health centre but it is too far to walk.
The site is within 300m of the Village Green.

5.To reduce crime and fear
of crime
6.To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people
to noise and other types of
pollution

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

7.To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage but it would be
helpful to note any particular needs that could be met/part
met by new development eg. green space, new village hall

8.To maintain and enhance
built and historic assets

New development should not be located where it will
harm the character or setting of an historic asset
• Will new development impact upon the setting or
character of a historic building or Conservation Area?
• Approximately how far away are they?

The site is not within the Conservation but is immediately adjacent
to it.

9.To promote the
conservation and wise use of
land and protect and
enhance the landscape
character of East Devon

Priority should be given to previously used land and new
development should be located adjacent to or within the
existing Built-up Area Boundary to minimise impact on
the countryside and prevent sprawl. Sites remote from
the existing settlement should not be considered
appropriate.
• Is this a greenfield site?

This site is a greenfield site with no buildings on it and it is
adjacent to the existing built up area boundary.
The site is on rising ground from the centre of the village and any
development on it would be visible when looking over the village
from the surrounding countryside.
Existing properties in Gillbrook and Globe Hill overlook the site

New development should not be sited where adverse
noise levels will be caused by or to residents
• Is the site adjacent to a main vehicle route (eg. ‘A’
road or railway)?
• Is an adjacent use likely to have an adverse impact
on new residents (eg. factory, farm?)
• Is construction noise/ new residents noise likely to
impact on existing residents (eg. new family housing
or employment adjacent to sheltered
accommodation)?

The site is in a quiet area and there are no adjacent uses likely to
affect new residents.
Existing properties in Gillbrook and Globe Hill overlook the site
and new development will interrupt their views across open
countryside.

•
•
•
•
•

Are there existing buildings/has the site been
previously developed?
Is the site within a designated landscape, for
instance an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a
Coastal Preservation Area?
Can the site be seen from public
footpaths/roads/other vantage points?
How prominent is the site when viewed from outside
it, and from approximately how far away?
How prominent is the site when viewed from
adjoining properties?

and new development will interrupt their views across open
countryside.
Development of the site would be prominent from many locations
within the village as well as from outside the village. It would be
very dominant from the identified viewpoint at the top of Globe
Hill.

10.To maintain the local
amenity, quality and
character of the local
environment

New development should not be located where it will
have a significant impact on local amenity or character
• Will development have a significant adverse impact
on local amenity?
• Will it adversely affect the character of the local area
(for instance through removal of trees/development
of a greenfield site)?

11.To conserve and
enhance the biodiversityof
East Devon

Sites on or adjacent to County Wildlife Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest or Special Areas of
Conservation should be avoided.
•
These should have been picked up through the
SHLAA assessment and also appear on the maps
provided for the public consultation

12.To promote and
encourage non-car based
modes of transport and
reduce journey lengths

In settlements with public transport available, sites
should be within 400m of a bus stop (or at most 600m).
• The criteria are as per question 2

200m to bus stop at the Arch.
The route is level and the route is along Globe Hill. There are
footpaths.
The route is lit.

13.To maintain and enhance
the environment in terms of
air, soil and water quality

Areas of best quality agricultural land and areas where
pollution is a particular problem should be avoided
• Is the site in agricultural use?
• Is the site adjacent to a main road?
• Is there sewerage capacity?
• Is the site within or adjacent to an area prone to
flooding?

The site is in agricultural use.
It is adjacent to Globe Hill and although it is currently landlocked
access could be achieved through the grounds of an adjacent
property although care would be needed to design a safe junction.
We do not know the capacity of the existing sewage works.
The designed flood prevention channel runs through the site but
the upper slopes of the site are above the floodzone.

14.To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions
of greenhouse gases

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

The site is an open area with no significant trees.

15.To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of
flooding

Sites within areas known to flood should be avoided if
possible.
• Is the site in or adjacent to an area known to flood or
identified on the floodzone maps?

16.To ensure that energy
consumption is as efficient
as possible
17.To promote wise use of
waste resources whilst
reducing waste production
and disposal
18.To maintain sustainable
growth of employment for
East Devon, to match levels
of jobs with the economically
active workforce

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

19.To maintain and enhance
the vitality and viabilty of the
Towns of East Devon
20.To encourage and
accommodate both
indigenous and inward
investment

Part of the site is within a designated floodzone.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Ideally new development should be located within 400m
(or at most 600m) of employment sites
Note- employment opportunities are limited in many villages,
with most workers commuting out. You may consider that
employment land should be identified in your settlement.
• Is there a need for additional employment eg small
business units/storage/office space?
• Are there local employment opportunities (within
walking distance) or is a regular bus service available
to larger settlements?
This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Woodbury is not a high employment area, the majority of the
working population commuting to Exeter and other employment
areas.
It is understood that working from home is a significant feature
and this could increase with the improvement of the
communication infrastructure.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Any other observations
This site has been assessed by EDDC but is not considered suitable as it is currently landlocked. As access from Globe Hill could be achieved the
PC has considered the whole of the site.
In the public consultation this site received very little support for development.
The PC would not support extending the BUAB to include any part of this site because it is currently inaccessible.

Have you attached additional information?

Site Assessment Checklist
The East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a Sustainability Appraisal, which is a legal requirement to ensure that the social, environmental and
economic impacts of development are appropriately considered. It is important that a consistent approach is followed for all parts of the Plan,
therefore the objectives used in the Sustainability Appraisal are used as the basis of the criteria for assessing the sites in the villages. The strategic
nature of the objectives means that some are more applicable to large urban developments, however we have adapted them to apply to the smaller
scale of development in the villages as far as possible.
We would like you to use the criteria in the second column to assess the sites identified for your village, considering whether development of each
site is likely to result in a positive, neutral or negative impact. Please complete one form for each site under consideration and add comments in the
last column. Examples of completed forms are available. Some objectives are unlikely to be applicable at this scale of development, for instance
because they are dealt with at a later stage in the planning/building process, and so the criteria column states that this is not likely to be relevant at
this stage. An example of this would be crime reduction or greenhouse gas emissions which are dealt with when detailed designs are drawn up. You
can comment on these issues if you wish to but are not expected to.
Bold criteria (in column 2) should be adhered to unless there is a strong reason for not doing so, for instance if no site is available within 400m of
services then, by default, a site further away will need to be allocated. A series of questions are included to enable a more detailed assessment.
If you wish to include further information, eg photographs of sites to support your assessment please attach them to the form. We can accept forms
in hard copy sent to Planning Policy, EDDC, knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8HL
or electronically sent to crodway@eastdevon.gov.uk
Settlement Name

WOODBURY

Site W329 – Globe Hill.

Please return these forms by 30th November 2012
Sustainability Appraisal Criteria to apply to all sites in the villages
Objectives used to
assess the East Devon
Local Plan Policies
1.To ensure everybody has
the opportunity to live in a
decent home
2.To ensure all residents
have access to community
services

Comments

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

New development should ideally be located within a
400m (or at most 600m) walk of most local facilities and
services eg shop, hall, bus stop.
• Is the route flat, if not is the gradient reasonable for
the less mobile?
• If steep, are resting places available?
• Are footpaths available to avoid traffic conflict?
• Are access routes lit?

250m to the Arch
The route is a gentle slope and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Globe Hill. There are no footpaths and the road is a busy
main.
The route is not lit.

3.To provide for education
and skills

In settlements with schools, new development should be
located within 400m (or at most 600m).
• The access criteria are as question 2

600m to school.
The route is a gentle slope and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Oakhayes Road and Bonfire Lane. There are no footpaths
and the route is partially lit.

4.To improve the
population’s health

New development should ideally have access to
healthcare facilities. This is not possible in most villages
but sites should be located close to recreation space and
off-road paths
• Is the site within walking distance of healthcare
facilities, footpaths or cycle routes?
• Is the site adjacent to a recreation space?

800m to doctor’s surgery.
The site has access to the health centre but it is too far to walk.
The site is within 300m of the Village Green.

5.To reduce crime and fear
of crime
6.To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people
to noise and other types of
pollution

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

7.To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage but it would be
helpful to note any particular needs that could be met/part
met by new development eg. green space, new village hall

8.To maintain and enhance
built and historic assets

New development should not be located where it will
harm the character or setting of an historic asset
• Will new development impact upon the setting or
character of a historic building or Conservation Area?
• Approximately how far away are they?

The site is not within the Conservation but is immediately adjacent
to it.

9.To promote the
conservation and wise use of
land and protect and
enhance the landscape
character of East Devon

Priority should be given to previously used land and new
development should be located adjacent to or within the
existing Built-up Area Boundary to minimise impact on
the countryside and prevent sprawl. Sites remote from
the existing settlement should not be considered
appropriate.
• Is this a greenfield site?

This site is a greenfield site with no buildings on it and it is
adjacent to the existing built up area boundary.
The site is on rising ground from the centre of the village and any
development on it would be visible when looking over the village
from the surrounding countryside.
Development of the site would be very prominent from many

New development should not be sited where adverse
noise levels will be caused by or to residents
• Is the site adjacent to a main vehicle route (eg. ‘A’
road or railway)?
• Is an adjacent use likely to have an adverse impact
on new residents (eg. factory, farm?)
• Is construction noise/ new residents noise likely to
impact on existing residents (eg. new family housing
or employment adjacent to sheltered
accommodation)?

The site is in a quiet area and there are no adjacent uses likely to
affect new residents.

•
•
•
•
•

Are there existing buildings/has the site been
previously developed?
Is the site within a designated landscape, for
instance an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a
Coastal Preservation Area?
Can the site be seen from public
footpaths/roads/other vantage points?
How prominent is the site when viewed from outside
it, and from approximately how far away?
How prominent is the site when viewed from
adjoining properties?

locations within the village as well as from outside the village.
Development of the site would be prominent from many locations
within the village as well as from outside the village. It would be
very dominant and would completely obscure the identified
viewpoint at the top of Globe Hill.

10.To maintain the local
amenity, quality and
character of the local
environment

New development should not be located where it will
have a significant impact on local amenity or character
• Will development have a significant adverse impact
on local amenity?
• Will it adversely affect the character of the local area
(for instance through removal of trees/development
of a greenfield site)?

11.To conserve and
enhance the biodiversityof
East Devon

Sites on or adjacent to County Wildlife Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest or Special Areas of
Conservation should be avoided.
•
These should have been picked up through the
SHLAA assessment and also appear on the maps
provided for the public consultation

12.To promote and
encourage non-car based
modes of transport and
reduce journey lengths

In settlements with public transport available, sites
should be within 400m of a bus stop (or at most 600m).
• The criteria are as per question 2

250m to bus stop at the Arch.
The route is a gentle slope and the shortest pedestrian route is
along Globe Hill. There are no footpaths and the road is a busy
main.
The route is not lit.

13.To maintain and enhance
the environment in terms of
air, soil and water quality

Areas of best quality agricultural land and areas where
pollution is a particular problem should be avoided
• Is the site in agricultural use?
• Is the site adjacent to a main road?
• Is there sewerage capacity?
• Is the site within or adjacent to an area prone to
flooding?

The site is in agricultural use.
It is adjacent to Globe Hill which is a very busy road carrying a lot
of traffic through the village. Care would be needed to design a
safe junction onto Globe Hill although this could improve the
existing Rydon Lane / Globe Hill junction.
We do not know the capacity of the existing sewage works.

14.To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions
of greenhouse gases

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

The site is an open area with no significant trees although there is
a hedge-bank along the north and east boundaries.

15.To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of
flooding

Sites within areas known to flood should be avoided if
possible.
• Is the site in or adjacent to an area known to flood or
identified on the floodzone maps?

16.To ensure that energy
consumption is as efficient
as possible
17.To promote wise use of
waste resources whilst
reducing waste production
and disposal
18.To maintain sustainable
growth of employment for
East Devon, to match levels
of jobs with the economically
active workforce

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

19.To maintain and enhance
the vitality and viabilty of the
Towns of East Devon
20.To encourage and
accommodate both
indigenous and inward
investment

The site is not in a designated floodzone.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Ideally new development should be located within 400m
(or at most 600m) of employment sites
Note- employment opportunities are limited in many villages,
with most workers commuting out. You may consider that
employment land should be identified in your settlement.
• Is there a need for additional employment eg small
business units/storage/office space?
• Are there local employment opportunities (within
walking distance) or is a regular bus service available
to larger settlements?
This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Woodbury is not a high employment area, the majority of the
working population commuting to Exeter and other employment
areas.
It is understood that working from home is a significant feature
and this could increase with the improvement of the
communication infrastructure.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Any other observations
This site has been assessed by EDDC as suitable to accommodate 32 houses which is below the required provision of 35 units. In assessing the
site the PC has considered the whole of the site.
In the public consultation this site received very little support for development.
The PC would not support extending the BUAB to include any part of this site because it is so far removed from the centre of the village and this
assessment supports that view. The site is well removed from the centre of the village and other facilities, access to it is poor and additional traffic in
Globe Hill and Oakhayes Road would be unacceptable.

Have you attached additional information?

Site Assessment Checklist
The East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a Sustainability Appraisal, which is a legal requirement to ensure that the social, environmental and
economic impacts of development are appropriately considered. It is important that a consistent approach is followed for all parts of the Plan,
therefore the objectives used in the Sustainability Appraisal are used as the basis of the criteria for assessing the sites in the villages. The strategic
nature of the objectives means that some are more applicable to large urban developments, however we have adapted them to apply to the smaller
scale of development in the villages as far as possible.
We would like you to use the criteria in the second column to assess the sites identified for your village, considering whether development of each
site is likely to result in a positive, neutral or negative impact. Please complete one form for each site under consideration and add comments in the
last column. Examples of completed forms are available. Some objectives are unlikely to be applicable at this scale of development, for instance
because they are dealt with at a later stage in the planning/building process, and so the criteria column states that this is not likely to be relevant at
this stage. An example of this would be crime reduction or greenhouse gas emissions which are dealt with when detailed designs are drawn up. You
can comment on these issues if you wish to but are not expected to.
Bold criteria (in column 2) should be adhered to unless there is a strong reason for not doing so, for instance if no site is available within 400m of
services then, by default, a site further away will need to be allocated. A series of questions are included to enable a more detailed assessment.
If you wish to include further information, eg photographs of sites to support your assessment please attach them to the form. We can accept forms
in hard copy sent to Planning Policy, EDDC, knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8HL
or electronically sent to crodway@eastdevon.gov.uk
Settlement Name

WOODBURY

Site W336 – The Arch.

Please return these forms by 30th November 2012
Sustainability Appraisal Criteria to apply to all sites in the villages
Objectives used to
assess the East Devon
Local Plan Policies
1.To ensure everybody has
the opportunity to live in a
decent home
2.To ensure all residents
have access to community
services

Comments

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

New development should ideally be located within a
400m (or at most 600m) walk of most local facilities and
services eg shop, hall, bus stop.
• Is the route flat, if not is the gradient reasonable for
the less mobile?
• If steep, are resting places available?
• Are footpaths available to avoid traffic conflict?
• Are access routes lit?

The site is located immediately adjacent to the Arch which is in
the centre of the village.

3.To provide for education
and skills

In settlements with schools, new development should be
located within 400m (or at most 600m).
• The access criteria are as question 2

400m to school.
The route is level and the shortest pedestrian route is along
Greenway. There are footpaths for most of the route although
they cross from one side of the road to the other in places. The
route is lit.

4.To improve the
population’s health

New development should ideally have access to
healthcare facilities. This is not possible in most villages
but sites should be located close to recreation space and
off-road paths
• Is the site within walking distance of healthcare
facilities, footpaths or cycle routes?
• Is the site adjacent to a recreation space?

600m to doctor’s surgery.
The site has access to the health centre which is just within
walking distance.
The site is within 200m of the Village Green.

5.To reduce crime and fear
of crime
6.To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people
to noise and other types of
pollution

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

7.To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage but it would be
helpful to note any particular needs that could be met/part
met by new development eg. green space, new village hall

8.To maintain and enhance
built and historic assets

New development should not be located where it will
harm the character or setting of an historic asset
• Will new development impact upon the setting or
character of a historic building or Conservation Area?
• Approximately how far away are they?

The site is not within the Conservation but is surrounded on three
sides by it.

9.To promote the
conservation and wise use of
land and protect and
enhance the landscape
character of East Devon

Priority should be given to previously used land and new
development should be located adjacent to or within the
existing Built-up Area Boundary to minimise impact on
the countryside and prevent sprawl. Sites remote from
the existing settlement should not be considered
appropriate.

This site is a greenfield site with no buildings on it the built up
area boundary runs around three sides of the site.
The site is on rising ground from the centre of the village and any
development on it would be visible when looking over the village
from the surrounding countryside.

New development should not be sited where adverse
noise levels will be caused by or to residents
• Is the site adjacent to a main vehicle route (eg. ‘A’
road or railway)?
• Is an adjacent use likely to have an adverse impact
on new residents (eg. factory, farm?)
• Is construction noise/ new residents noise likely to
impact on existing residents (eg. new family housing
or employment adjacent to sheltered
accommodation)?

The site is in a quiet area and there are no adjacent uses likely to
affect new residents.
Existing properties in Broadmead overlook the site and new
development will interrupt their views across the village and open
countryside.

•
•

Is this a greenfield site?
Are there existing buildings/has the site been
previously developed?
Is the site within a designated landscape, for
instance an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a
Coastal Preservation Area?
Can the site be seen from public
footpaths/roads/other vantage points?
How prominent is the site when viewed from outside
it, and from approximately how far away?
How prominent is the site when viewed from
adjoining properties?

Existing properties in Broadmead overlook the site and new
development will interrupt their views across the village and open
countryside.
Development of the site would be prominent from many locations
within the village as well as from outside the village.

10.To maintain the local
amenity, quality and
character of the local
environment

New development should not be located where it will
have a significant impact on local amenity or character
• Will development have a significant adverse impact
on local amenity?
• Will it adversely affect the character of the local area
(for instance through removal of trees/development
of a greenfield site)?

The site is an open area with some significant trees and
established hedges around the boundary of the site.
The site is currently not accessible to the community but
development on the site could include some community facilities.

11.To conserve and
enhance the biodiversityof
East Devon

Sites on or adjacent to County Wildlife Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest or Special Areas of
Conservation should be avoided.
•
These should have been picked up through the
SHLAA assessment and also appear on the maps
provided for the public consultation

12.To promote and
encourage non-car based
modes of transport and
reduce journey lengths
13.To maintain and enhance
the environment in terms of
air, soil and water quality

In settlements with public transport available, sites
should be within 400m of a bus stop (or at most 600m).
• The criteria are as per question 2

The bus stop on the Arch is immediately adjacent to the site.

Areas of best quality agricultural land and areas where
pollution is a particular problem should be avoided
• Is the site in agricultural use?
• Is the site adjacent to a main road?
• Is there sewerage capacity?
• Is the site within or adjacent to an area prone to
flooding?

The site is not in agricultural use.
It is adjacent to Globe Hill and the Arch and access could be
achieved from either road.
We do not know the capacity of the existing sewage works.
The designed flood prevention channel runs through the site but
the upper slopes of the site are above the floodzone.

14.To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions
of greenhouse gases

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

•
•
•
•

15.To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of
flooding

Sites within areas known to flood should be avoided if
possible.
• Is the site in or adjacent to an area known to flood or
identified on the floodzone maps?

16.To ensure that energy
consumption is as efficient
as possible
17.To promote wise use of
waste resources whilst
reducing waste production
and disposal
18.To maintain sustainable
growth of employment for
East Devon, to match levels
of jobs with the economically
active workforce

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

19.To maintain and enhance
the vitality and viabilty of the
Towns of East Devon
20.To encourage and
accommodate both
indigenous and inward
investment

Part of the site is within a designated floodzone.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Ideally new development should be located within 400m
(or at most 600m) of employment sites
Note- employment opportunities are limited in many villages,
with most workers commuting out. You may consider that
employment land should be identified in your settlement.
• Is there a need for additional employment eg small
business units/storage/office space?
• Are there local employment opportunities (within
walking distance) or is a regular bus service available
to larger settlements?
This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Woodbury is not a high employment area, the majority of the
working population commuting to Exeter and other employment
areas.
It is understood that working from home is a significant feature
and this could increase with the improvement of the
communication infrastructure.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Any other observations
This site has not been fully assessed by EDDC but it could accommodate more than the currently required 35 houses. The PC has only assessed
the central section of the site, as indicated on the plan, which could accommodate the required 35 houses. The lower part of the site is within the
designated floodzone and whilst not suitable for housing it could provide community facilities, such as additional car parking, and enhance the centre
of the village.
In the public consultation this site received much support for future development because of its’ close location to the centre of the village and easy
access to other facilities. It is felt that if this site could be accessed by a well designed junction onto the Arch. In the public consultation provision of
off road parking facilities in the centre of the village integrated with other improvements to the conservation area and the encouragement of more
shops ranked highest amongst issues which the local community wished to have addressed. Part of this site as designated in the SHLAA
assessment could contribute to resolving these issues.

The Parish Council would be supportive of a part of the site being included within the BUAB sufficient to accommodate 10 of the 35 required units
but only if development of the additional area could be controlled in such a manner as to allow only a small number of houses to be built at any one
time. In the public consultation the community overwhelmingly (76%) said that they did not want large scale development all at one time, rather they
wanted additional development spread over the whole of the Plan Period up to 2026. This to be achieved either by completion of 2 - 3 units per year
or by slightly larger blocks at say 3 – 4 yearly intervals. The PC considers that with sensitive planning this site could provide significant off road
parking and other community facilities which would it turn allow the conservation area to be improved in accordance with the draft Woodbury
Conservation Area Management Plan and also address traffic management issues at the intersection of two major local traffic routes.

Have you attached additional information?

Site Assessment Checklist
The East Devon Local Plan has been subject to a Sustainability Appraisal, which is a legal requirement to ensure that the social, environmental and
economic impacts of development are appropriately considered. It is important that a consistent approach is followed for all parts of the Plan,
therefore the objectives used in the Sustainability Appraisal are used as the basis of the criteria for assessing the sites in the villages. The strategic
nature of the objectives means that some are more applicable to large urban developments, however we have adapted them to apply to the smaller
scale of development in the villages as far as possible.
We would like you to use the criteria in the second column to assess the sites identified for your village, considering whether development of each
site is likely to result in a positive, neutral or negative impact. Please complete one form for each site under consideration and add comments in the
last column. Examples of completed forms are available. Some objectives are unlikely to be applicable at this scale of development, for instance
because they are dealt with at a later stage in the planning/building process, and so the criteria column states that this is not likely to be relevant at
this stage. An example of this would be crime reduction or greenhouse gas emissions which are dealt with when detailed designs are drawn up. You
can comment on these issues if you wish to but are not expected to.
Bold criteria (in column 2) should be adhered to unless there is a strong reason for not doing so, for instance if no site is available within 400m of
services then, by default, a site further away will need to be allocated. A series of questions are included to enable a more detailed assessment.
If you wish to include further information, eg photographs of sites to support your assessment please attach them to the form. We can accept forms
in hard copy sent to Planning Policy, EDDC, knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8HL
or electronically sent to crodway@eastdevon.gov.uk
Settlement Name

WOODBURY

Site W342 – Next to Gibb Hill.

Please return these forms by 30th November 2012
Sustainability Appraisal Criteria to apply to all sites in the villages
Objectives used to
assess the East Devon
Local Plan Policies
1.To ensure everybody has
the opportunity to live in a
decent home
2.To ensure all residents
have access to community
services

Comments

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

New development should ideally be located within a
400m (or at most 600m) walk of most local facilities and
services eg shop, hall, bus stop.
• Is the route flat, if not is the gradient reasonable for
the less mobile?
• If steep, are resting places available?
• Are footpaths available to avoid traffic conflict?
• Are access routes lit?

1km to the Arch
The route is sloping and the shortest pedestrian route is along
Exeter Road and Globe Hill. There are no footpaths and the road
is a busy main road.
The route is partially lit.

3.To provide for education
and skills

In settlements with schools, new development should be
located within 400m (or at most 600m).
• The access criteria are as question 2

1.3km to school.
The route is sloping and the shortest pedestrian route is along
Exeter Road, Oakhayes Road and Bonfire Lane. There are no
footpaths and the route is mostly un-lit.

4.To improve the
population’s health

New development should ideally have access to
healthcare facilities. This is not possible in most villages
but sites should be located close to recreation space and
off-road paths
• Is the site within walking distance of healthcare
facilities, footpaths or cycle routes?
• Is the site adjacent to a recreation space?

1.6km to doctor’s surgery.
The site has access to the health centre but it is too far to walk.
The site is 1.5km of the Village Green.

5.To reduce crime and fear
of crime
6.To reduce noise levels and
minimise exposure of people
to noise and other types of
pollution

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage
New development should not be sited where adverse
noise levels will be caused by or to residents
• Is the site adjacent to a main vehicle route (eg. ‘A’
road or railway)?
• Is an adjacent use likely to have an adverse impact
on new residents (eg. factory, farm?)
• Is construction noise/ new residents noise likely to
impact on existing residents (eg. new family housing
or employment adjacent to sheltered
accommodation)?

The site is in a quiet area and there are no adjacent uses likely to
affect new residents.
There are no properties overlooking the site..

7.To maintain and improve
cultural, social and leisure
provision

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage but it would be
helpful to note any particular needs that could be met/part
met by new development eg. green space, new village hall

8.To maintain and enhance
built and historic assets

New development should not be located where it will
harm the character or setting of an historic asset
• Will new development impact upon the setting or
character of a historic building or Conservation Area?
• Approximately how far away are they?

The site is not within the Conservation and is about 1km from it.

9.To promote the
conservation and wise use of
land and protect and
enhance the landscape
character of East Devon

Priority should be given to previously used land and new
development should be located adjacent to or within the
existing Built-up Area Boundary to minimise impact on
the countryside and prevent sprawl. Sites remote from
the existing settlement should not be considered
appropriate.
• Is this a greenfield site?
• Are there existing buildings/has the site been
previously developed?

This site is a greenfield site with no existing buildings, it is not
adjacent to the existing built up area boundary although it is
adjacent to an isolated group of 4 houses.
The site is on the other side of the hill from the village and is
therefore not visible from it. However the site has wide panoramic
views across the Exe estuary to the Haldon Hills and is therefore
very visible.

•

10.To maintain the local
amenity, quality and
character of the local
environment

Is the site within a designated landscape, for
instance an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a
Coastal Preservation Area?
• Can the site be seen from public
footpaths/roads/other vantage points?
• How prominent is the site when viewed from outside
it, and from approximately how far away?
• How prominent is the site when viewed from
adjoining properties?
New development should not be located where it will
have a significant impact on local amenity or character
• Will development have a significant adverse impact
on local amenity?
• Will it adversely affect the character of the local area
(for instance through removal of trees/development
of a greenfield site)?

The site is an open area with no significant trees although there is
a hedge-bank along the side of Exeter Road and Bonds Lane.

11.To conserve and
enhance the biodiversityof
East Devon

Sites on or adjacent to County Wildlife Sites, Sites of
Special Scientific Interest or Special Areas of
Conservation should be avoided.
•
These should have been picked up through the
SHLAA assessment and also appear on the maps
provided for the public consultation

12.To promote and
encourage non-car based
modes of transport and
reduce journey lengths

In settlements with public transport available, sites
should be within 400m of a bus stop (or at most 600m).
• The criteria are as per question 2

1km to bus stop at the Arch.
The route is sloping and the shortest pedestrian route is along
Exeter Road and Globe Hill. There are no footpaths and the road
is a busy main road.
The route is mainly un-lit.

13.To maintain and enhance
the environment in terms of
air, soil and water quality

Areas of best quality agricultural land and areas where
pollution is a particular problem should be avoided
• Is the site in agricultural use?
• Is the site adjacent to a main road?
• Is there sewerage capacity?
• Is the site within or adjacent to an area prone to
flooding?

The site is in agricultural use.
It is adjacent to Exeter Road which is a very busy road carrying a
lot of traffic through the village. Care would be needed to design a
safe junction onto this road as it is close to a sharp bend.
We do not know the capacity of the existing sewage works but as
the site is well removed from the village the 4 adjacent houses
may all be on private drainage systems.

14.To contribute towards a
reduction in local emissions
of greenhouse gases

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

15.To ensure that there is no
increase in the risk of
flooding

Sites within areas known to flood should be avoided if
possible.
• Is the site in or adjacent to an area known to flood or
identified on the floodzone maps?

16.To ensure that energy
consumption is as efficient
as possible
17.To promote wise use of
waste resources whilst
reducing waste production
and disposal
18.To maintain sustainable
growth of employment for
East Devon, to match levels
of jobs with the economically
active workforce

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

19.To maintain and enhance
the vitality and viabilty of the
Towns of East Devon
20.To encourage and
accommodate both
indigenous and inward
investment

The site is not in a designated floodzone.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Ideally new development should be located within 400m
(or at most 600m) of employment sites
Note- employment opportunities are limited in many villages,
with most workers commuting out. You may consider that
employment land should be identified in your settlement.
• Is there a need for additional employment eg small
business units/storage/office space?
• Are there local employment opportunities (within
walking distance) or is a regular bus service available
to larger settlements?
This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Woodbury is not a high employment area, the majority of the
working population commuting to Exeter and other employment
areas.
It is understood that working from home is a significant feature
and this could increase with the improvement of the
communication infrastructure.

This is unlikely to be relevant at this stage

Any other observations
This site has not been fully assessed by EDDC but it could accommodate more than the currently required 35 houses. The PC has only assessed
the eastern end of the site, which could accommodate the required 35 houses. The site is not close to the village or any local facilities and therefore
would not be a suitable site for development.
In the public consultation this site received very little support for development.
The PC would not support extending the BUAB to include any part of this site because it is so far removed from the centre of the village and this
assessment supports that view.
Have you attached additional information?

